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Connect09 Prayer Day 
 
[The video, Pray Connect Expect with Peter Jensen, Archbishop of Sydney was screened – see Connect09 
website http://connect09.com/ ] 
 
Having heard from the Archbishop in this video, I thought I would add a few words about prayer and in 
particular intercession prayer. Perhaps the first thing to say is what intercessory prayer is not. It is not getting 
God to do what we want! As if we know what is needed and need to describe intercessory prayer is to say 
that it is to bring people, situations that are in our heart to God and to hold them in an intentional way in the 
presence of God. 
 
First and foremost, prayer – all prayers – is being aware of that one constant reality which is the source and 
sustaining force of our life and our world – the being and presence of God “in whom we live and move and 
have our being” as St Paul reminds us in Acts 18. 
 
So in terms of Connect09, when one is asked to pray for our city and community, our neighbours, friends and 
family we are being asked to hold them in thought, in love, in mind’s eye before God in the knowledge that 
God’s presence is always a sustaining, guiding. Healing, forgiving presence. That God is ever, in love, 
seeking our well-being, our wholeness that we might know and experience peace, justice – everything as it is 
meant to be – the Shalom of God’s reign! 
 
I use the phrase in minds eye quite deliberately. It can be helpful to use our imagination as we pray, to 
picture the person or situation in our imagination and to bring them into the presence of God – or Jesus 
whatever we find helpful and however we envision God. And hold the person, the situation before God, that 
God’s loving purposes might be worked out to bring whatever is necessary, trusting that God knows what is 
needed even better than we do. Healing, forgiveness, understanding and reconciliation, guidance, strength, 
hope and a sense of meaning and purpose…… There is no need for us to be specific, we don’t need to 
know a person’s particular ailment for example (that’s why we don’t usually put anything more than a name 
in our prayer list in Connections). If you need some form of words as you hold that person/situation before 
God then perhaps it is best to ask that the person/situation  be open to God and to God’s working in their life. 
 
So use the Connect09 Prayer Card with its book-mark that has been distributed today. Think of the people 
you would like to experience the transforming difference that God makes in one’s life. Write down their 
names and in an intentional and regular way begin to pray for them. Like the Archbishop you will probably 
feel that makes you more aware of them and that you begin to find ways of connecting with them. As I 
suggested earlier this year when I put 1x1x1= 1
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  challenge before you – that each member of the parish 

over the next one year seek to encourage one other person to become part of St Mark’s and its life – find 
opportunities to invite people to one of our activities. Maybe Barbara’s film night; the Art show, one of the 
music concerts that we are planning later this year – the Volunteer Service, Begin with something that meets 
the person where they are in terms of interests and comfort level. And finally as you Pray and Connect with 
people Expect God to be at work as though His Spirit at work and the warmth of this community they are 
drawn into the mystery and wonder of his love and life. 
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